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The freedom to read is essential to our dermocracy.
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The freedom to read is guaranteed by the Constitution. Those with faith in fiee people will stand
that
firm on these constitutional guaranteesi of essential rights and will exercise the responsibilities
accompany these rights.
We therefore affrtm these propositions:

l.

is in the public interest for pub,lishers snd librariuns to make available the widest diversity
including those that are unorthodox or unpopular with the majority.
of view oid

It

"rpr"rtions,

Creative thought is by definition new, and what is new is different. The bearer of every new
thought is a rebet until that idea is refined and tested. Totalitarian systre'ns attempt to maintain
themselves in power by the ruthlress suppression of any concept that c.hallenges the
,change is vastly
established orthodoxy. The power of a democratic systern to adapt to
conflicting opinions
among
from
strengthened by the freedom of its citizens to choose widely
otrereA freety tL them. To stifle every nonconformist idea at birth wourld nrark the end of the
democratic process. Furthermore, only through the constant activity r:f weighing and selecting
can the democratic mind attain tfue strength dsmanded by times trike these. We need to know
not only what we believe but why we believe it'
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libraians, and booksellers do not need to endorse every idea or presentation they
makc available. Itwruld conflictt with the public interestfor them to establish their own
political, moral, or aesthetic viaws as a standard for determining whn:t should be published or
publishers,

circulated.
publishers and libraiians serve the educational process by helping to make available
knowledge and ideas required for the growth of the mind and the increase of leaming. They
do not foster education by irnposing as mentors the patterns of their o'wn thought. The people
should have the freedom to read and consider a broader range ofideari than those that may be
held by any single librarian or purblisher or government or church. It is wrong that what one
can read should be confned to vrhat another thinl$ proper'

3.

is contrary to the public interertfor publi,:hers or librarians to bar accbss to writings on the
basis of the personal history or political ffiliations of the author.
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No art or literature can flourish if it is to be measured by the political views or private lives of
its creators. No society of free people can flourish that draws up lists of writers to whom it
will not listen, whatever they rn:ry have to say'
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others, to conJine aduks to
the reading matter deemed suitarblefor adolescents, or to inhibit the efforts of writers to
achieve artistic exPressi on.
There is no place in our society.for efforts to coerce the taste
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To some, much of modern expression is shocking. But is not much of life itself shocking? We
cut offliterature at the source iI'we prwent writers from dealing wittr the stuffof life. Parents
and teachers have a responsibility to prepare the young to meet the diversity of experiences in
life to which they will be exposed, as they have a responsibiliry to help them learn to think
crttically for themselves. These are affirmative responsibilities, not to be discharged sirrryly
by preventing them from readinlg works for which they are not yet prrapared. In these matters
uutu"r differ, and values cannot be legislated; nor can machinery be devised that will suit the
demands of one group without ,timiting the freedom of others-
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believe rather that what people read is deeply irnportant;
fatal to a dermocratic society'
that ideas can be dangerous; but that t,he suppression of ideas is
Freedom itself is a dangerous way of life, but it is ours'
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